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CRM-Software und E-Mail Marketing Tool
The cooperation between CRM Software Sugar and E-Mail Marketing tool EVALANCHE gives a considerable 
advantage in Leads generating. The data exchange of Contacts and Campaign information in both directions gives 
you a broad view of reading habits of your customers and prospective customers.
The executive, marketing, sales and support all profit from the in-depth analysis of bot applications. With the 
reading habits analysis you do not only see if a potential or existing customer opened your posting but also which 
person clicked and opened which article or link.

Analysis with added value
Nowadays, the Alpha and Omega of the target group focused communication is the individualized addressing and 
the content conditioned based on the target group’s interests. The new overhauled interface for Sugar and 
EVALANCHE now delivers a complete solution for customer data management combined with a professional 
E-Mail marketing application. Users and business gain information superiority unseen in this form before.
Benefits at a glance:
• Increase in monthly Leads
• Improvement in sales opportunities due to the explicit identification of interest in your products and services
• Gaining new target groups thanks to the profound analysis and reports of both applications.

Data synchronization
The Connector synchronizes your Sugar system with the E-mail Marketing Tool from EVALANCHE. Before the 
first data import from one application into the other, you have to define which system is the Master system. The 
Connector works in both directions if you wish to use that setting. This means you can import data from one 
application into the other and vice versa. The synchronization of several data pools from EVALANCHE into Sugar 
is also possible. You can schedule the synchronization daily, weekly, define a date and time or you can start the 
synchronization manually any time you choose to do so.
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Campaign view
Using the Campaign view you can import the most important information from EVALANCHE directly to be 
displayed in your SugarCRM System. You can see the number of recipients, amount of opened postings and the 
number of clicks on your articles as well as positively identified clicks of customers and potential buyers in one 
view.  With the help of the recipient list you can view which customers and potential buyers have read which of 
your postings. In addition, you can raise the willingness of your customers to read you postings. The willingness to 
read is the average of all red postings by one person.

Article view
All customers and potential buyers who have read a particular article in your posting are displayed in a tabular 
form in the article view. You can positively identify interests of a person within your E-mail and reduce stray light 
loss in your following E-mail activities. 
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